
Summary of 1st Philosophy Club meeting
Q : How can we define free will? Do

we have free will ?
Natalie brought up an experiment in which scientists could predict the
outcome of a simple decision by observing the participants

' brain before

the participant consciously knew they had decided
.

Luke said that this doesn't rule out free will
, arguing that the

scientists were actually observing the decision being mate in real
time

, even though it was first mate subconsciously .

Slavik asked whether drugs that make a person unquestioningly follow
orders take away

free will .
We agreed that they

do
, but then I

asked whether things like alcohol that make a person only slightly
more suggestible take

away some amount of free will .

Q : Does something either have free will or not have it ?
Is there a gradient of free will

,
or is it tiny ( yesIno) ?

Most people were skeptical of the idea of a
'
- gradient

" of

free will .

Later
,
Luke poses this question :

Q : Does our culture ( which has a lot to do with freedom and

individuality ) cause us to believe that we have free will ?

Might it be a societal construct ?
We

pro poset a few definitions of free will
,
most of which failed :

- the ability to take actions that are not caused by

anything else (but this would entail the existence of something like a soul)
- the ability to take actions that can't be predetermined or

predicted ( but this would mean that randomness implies free will )
- the ability to consciously choose to take actions
we recited that the last one is most promising , but we need to know
more about consciousness

,
so we will discuss that tuning the next meeting .


